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App endix : Cøpit al Meøsur ement

Measuring the quantity, price, and cost of capital is challenging, because
capital is a durable input. Unlíke other mputs such as labor and fuel,
which are generally purchased and consumed within a particular account-
ing period, say a yea\ capital is purchased during one period and then
supplies services over many periods. Consider the example of a telecom-
munications company thathas purchased a piece of switching equipment
that has an expected life of 20 years..The equipment is purchased and
installed in year 1 and continues to supply services for another 19 years.

So the question we face i¡ our attempt to measure the productivity and
efficiency of this firm is: What is the appropriate measure of the quanttty
and price (and hence cost) of caprtal in each of these 20 years? We will
begin with a discussion that assumes that we have all inforrnation avail-
able to us. Following this we will discuss the more usual situation where
we have limited i¡formation.

Capital Quantity

The quantity of capital should reflect the potential setvice flow that can
be derived from the capital equipment in each year. Expecting the poten-
tial service flow to be quite similar in each of the 20 years is reasonable,

though more down time could be required in the latter years of the asset's

hfe as more maintenance is reguired. Hence the potential service flow in
year 20 could be 5 or 10 percent below that in year I (an engineer could
provide advice on this matter), ln any case, it is often reasonable to as-

sume that the potential service flow wrll be quite similar from one year to

109
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110 A Pnmer on Effaency Musurmøú for l)Ithttæ and'llnnsport Regulalors

the next.l For this reason accountants have often used the method of

sllaight-line d
its service life.
which has an
zero, could be
year period.

Thus the depreciation exPenses reported in a firm's accounts may Pro-
vide a good proxy for the quantity of capital each firm uses each year. How-

ever, this measure might be problematic because

o Price infation will make the quantities (that is, the depreciation cost)

of new capital items appear larger than identical capital items Pttr-
chased in previous Years.

o Different fi¡ms could assume different asset lives or use different

rlepreciation patterns, such as dcclining bolûncc, or use acceleratcd

depreciation to minimize tax Paymcnts'

These problems can be particularly largc when dealing with filDr-level

data in infrastruchue industries, where capital investment patterns can be

extremeþ lumpy and where these patterns differ substantially between

firms. lhis factor results in biases in the relative estimates of capital quan-

tity for a particular firm tluough time, and also produces biased estimatcs
ârr^cc â arnrrn nf firms at one boint in time.cr-__r __ ______ __, _ ¡

Wc can overcome these problems if we have a full history of investment
a good index or indcxcs of price inflation
od. We can then convert all past norrinal
values and then apply the same deprecia-

tion rules to the constantprice undepreciated capital stocks ofeach firm to

and so on. If the amount of data (or time) is limited. we can apply an avsr-

age depreciatíon schedule to the aggregate capital measures; however, we

1 Note that when we use physical proxles as our capltal measures, such as

network length and transformer capacrty, we arc also implicitly assuming thai the

service flow of the asset is not affected by its age.

I
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Attachment M2-l 1.1-OPG 2A

1. lntroduction

Considerable work has been required for PEG to estimate hydroelectric generatíon

productivity trends using a one hoss shay ("OHS") methodology. The work, which involved

development of a new capital treatment, additíonal data collection, and mathematical

analysis, cannot be considered just a simple modification of the PEG work described in

Exhibit M2, but is rather a new study. We provide here a thorough discussion of the

methodology, data, and calculations.

The first part of our discussion will review the traditionaf monetary approach to capital

quantity measurement and then explain how this methodology is implemented in multifactor

próductivity ("MFP") research using the geometric decay ("GD") and OHS assumptions. We

then discuss our empirical work to implement the OHS method. We conclude with a critique

of the OHS method that reflects lessons learned.

2. The Monetary Approach to CapitalQuantity Measurement

The monetary approach to capital quantity measurement decomposes capital cost

('CK') into a consistent capital quantity index ("XK') and capital service price index ("WKS')

such that

CK= WI(S. XKl t1l

lThe growth rote ofcapital cost ls thus the sum ofthe growth rates ofthe capital price and quantity indexes.

Page 1
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The cost of capital includes depreciation expenses, a return on investment, and certain

taxes. lf the price (unit value) of the asset changes over time this cost may also be net of

any capitalgains or losses.

ln MFP research it is customary to assume that a capital good provides a stream of

valuable services over a period of time that is called the service life of the asset. The capital

service price index measures the trend în price of the stream of services provided by one unit

of capital. The product of the capital service price index and the capital quantity index is the

annual cost of using the flow of services.

A capital service price index is sometimes called a rentalprice index since, in markets

for rentals of assets (e.g., automobiles and apartments), there are observable prices per unit

of service from assets. Suppose, for example, that landlords own 1,000 identical houses and

that these assets âre eâch valued at a price established in the real estate market. They rent

out each house at a price per month of use that is set in the market for housing rentals. The

rnonthly cost to tenants of using the houses is the sum of their monthly rental payments. The

trend in the user cost of housing rentals is the sum of the trends in rental rates and the

number of houses.

Well-eleveloped markets do not exist for the rental of most assets that utilities own.

However, capital service prices can be imputed for these assets that permit an imputation of

the user cost of capital. These prices are founded on the assumption that the ("stock") value

of a capital asset is the expected discounted value of the stream of services that the asset

provides. There is then an equation linking the price of a unit of a capital asset ("WKA") to

future prices of capital services. Manipulation of this equation makes ít possible to express

the capital service price in a given year as a function of capital asset prices and the rate of

return on capital. This function also depends on the assumed pattern of decay in the flow of

services from assets.

Page 2
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. legal and accounting PPI-3.0 per cent

. market research and statistical services PPI-1 '0 per cent.

We note lhe weights use opex shares Pacific Economics Group (PEG) adopted in 2004, which were

based on analysis of Victorian electricity DNSP regulatory accounts data.668

We consider it appropriate to use these existing weights as a starting point until analysis on DNSP and

TNSP opex weights that use current data, is available. Economic lnsights recommended WPI as the

appropriate opex prlce lndêx (not the AWOTE) and we agree, lt has some tlreoretical advantages over

the AWOTE. Wo used WPI in previous decisions, given concerns about the volatility of the AWOTE at

the time.657 However, further these purposes, the difference in net regulatory effect is minimal if either

measure is applied consistently in economic benchmarking.sss We consider ít appropriate to use the

AWOTE for sensitivitY testing.

8.3.2 Capitalinputs

AER position

We support Economic lnsights' recommendation to use physical capital measures to proxy the annual

capital service flow.65o That 19, before allocating thc oost of assets over mulliple years, ít is necessary

to estimate the quantity of capital inputs used in the production process each year. This is also l<nown

as the flow of capital services,6uo

The quantity of capital inputs employed each year in the production process will depend on the asset's

nhvsical deoreclation orofile. We consider capital inputs follow a one hoss shay depreciation profile,

where the flow of capital services remains constant over time.

We agree with Economic lnsight's recommendation that other measures of capital inputs, sljch as a

RAB straight-llne depreciation proxy, or depreciated RAB proxy, warrant further investigation.s6r

Reasons for position

We propose to use physical capital measuros to approximate the capital service flow for economic

benchmarking. We did not receive further submissions on the use of capital flow as a capital input'

However, as discussed previously, NERA noted the 'lumplness' of TJ',lSP's capilal expertrJilure profile

lnay present difficulties in economic benchmarking TNSPs. Although, NERA further noted the extent

to which this lumpiness of capex may pose a difficulty for benchmarking analysis depends on exactly

what is being benchmarked.æ2

As discussed previously, economic benchmarking does not involve a process where capex is directly

benchmarked. Rather, economic benchmarking uses the annual user cost of capital (AUC) as the

associated annual input cost of capítal, and the total stock of capital to calculate the flow of capital

services into an NSP's production process. We noted in the explanatory statement to the Draft

Guideline that capex is not an appropriate measure of capital inputs. Capex represents expenditure on

new capital assets and, except under rare circumstances, is not equal to the annual use of capital

ssd pacific Ec¡nomics Group (PEG) (2004), TFP Research for VÎctorla's Power Distribulion lndustty, Repod preparcd îot lhe

Essentia/ Servrbe s Commission, Madison.s6z 57-59.
s5ô 85.
b6e 85.
so 47.
sr 63.
w '11.

Better Regulation | Ëxplanatory Statement I Expenditure Forecast Assessment Guideline 155
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8"4

8"4.1

We

as noted by NERA, because our approach incorporates the existing asset base

and because we do not propose to benchmark capex, the issue of NSPs' lumpy

investment is reduced.

ln relation the possible use of alternative capital input methodologies, we consider RAB

depreciation may be a useful starting point for measuring the annual capital input.æa Economic

lnsights RAB deprecíation could produce a series sim ilar to a one hoss shaY ProxY in

principle, that it also identified the íssues raised in submisslons and recommended further

lnvestigating using RAB depreciation.s6s

the RAB straight line depreciation proxy may provide a similar result to the one hoss

shay capital measure in principle, Further, the depreciated RAB proxy is relatívely simple to

calculate. H ,io practice these two methods may not produce results that are consistent with

the use of ysical capital measures. We agree with Economlc lnsight's recommendation that these

two proxies further investigation.

Operati envi¡"ônment factors

AER

We have environmental variables to operating environment factors. We consider this new

name reflects the differences between the NSPs exogenous operating conditions. Operating

factors outside of a NSP's control can affect its ability to convert inputs into outputs.

There is between inputs, outputs and envlronmental variables used in previous economic

studies, Similar to outputs, there is a diversity of Views in the economic literature on the

choice of environment factors.

assets.so
and new

The o
that may

and

Table 8.7
economlc
information

Extréine

environment factors discussed in this sectíon have been identified as possible factors

a material effect on NSP efficiency. However, we do not cunently have data on these

variables and our decision to incorporate these factors will depend on their materiality

relationship once we have data.

a shor¡ist of the operating environment factors we will be collecting data for in the

arking RIN and from other sources such as the Bureau of Meteorology. More

the format in which

RIN templates.s68

we will be collecting these variables is in the draft economic

Table 8.7 Operatlng environment factorc shortlist

Weather
Extieme lteqt deYs

Extreme cold days
Extreme cold

do affect asset values
overall capital servlcos
2013, p. 50.

p. 63,

ü3

tr4

68li

6æ

The
from
flow.
SP

The

Better Reg

to

I Explanatory $tatement I Expenditure Forecast Assessment Guideline 156
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Tenaln factors

Bushfir¿'iisk

Rural proportion

,, :I ::.,

vegetation encroactrinent gþwth

Vegetation encroachmenh topography

Averago wind speed

Tä¡rain fâctors

Bushfire risk

VegetationrencfóâchmÞnt:..grolvtll,,

Vegetaiion encroachmeni: topograpny

.ir

.Vegatãtbn eriôiqàchmóntr bustífire riêk

Standard vehiole access

Lìne length

Variabili$ of dispatch

This shorflist is nol an exhaustive list of all factors that may have an exogenous effect on NSPs costs

and additional operating environment factors may be added as more robust data becomes available.

8,4.2 Reasons for AFR Pos¡t¡on

Our operating environment factors short list reflects the operating onvironment factors we consider to

have a material impact on NSPs costS and can potentially be collected on e consistent basis across all

DNSPs and TNSPS.

plAC noted category analysis goes some way to addressing the different exogenous clrcumstances

faoing each NSp. Aggregating category benchmarking may enable higher level comparlsons o[

performance while controlling for the more obvious expenditure drivers such as size and load

density.567

We consider utilising multiple assessment techniques to determine the effect of operating environment

factors both qualitatively and q uantitatively'

As discussed previously, NERA submitted that a weakness of economic benchmarking is that it

overlooks operating environment factors that are business specific and 'inefficiency' may simply

represent environment or other variables not taken into account. NERA submitted that the AER must

recognise the limitations of conclusions drawn from economic benchmarking of firms operating in

diverse circumstances.s6s

We consider it is important when interpreting our economic benchmarking results to recognise the

data that has been used to model efficiency. our selection criterla require the operating environment

factors to be material and to also be the primary driver of costs. We note allhough not every possible

exogenous factor has been included in our shortlist, some factors may have a similar effect to factors

tr7 public lnterest Advocacy Centre, A flrm basis: suþmission fo tåe AER's Draft expenditure forecast assessment guldeline'

20 SePtêmber2013. P. 16.fro ÑËñÄ ¡läl,itf," 
"ïäÏ 

öniã'banchna*tng - A repott pteparod Íor Grid Ausf,Erfa' 20 september 2013' p' s2'

Better Regulation | Éxplanatory statemetÍ | Expenditure Forocast Assessmênl Guideline '157
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Australian Energy Market Comrnission (AEMC) is undertaking a review into

the use of total factor productivity for the determination of prices and revenues. This

review is examining whether a "TFP-based approach" to network price regulation should

be added as an option to Australia's current framework for regulating prices of energy

network services. To provide further clarity for this review, the AEMC recently released

a Design Discussion Paper that puts forward a possible TFP-based regulatory model and

rnethodology.

This submission presents my personal views on the AEMC's Discussion Paper.

These views do not necessarily represenl. those of either of the two firms wliere I

cunently serve as a Senior Advisor (Pacific Economics Group (PEG) or Navigant

Consulting). They also do not necessarily represent the views of the Essential Services

Commission of Victoria, which I have advised for the last six years on a variety of

regulatory topics. However, they do reflect rny work on this topic for more than 12 yearc

in ALlstralia, as well as my experience advising on TFP and incentive regulation in a wide

variety of diverse environments in Nofih America, Sottth America, the Caribbean,

Europe, and Asia.

In general, I believe the Discussion Paper rcprescnts a significant step fbrward in

crafting a practical and appropriate TFP-based regulatory option. The model advanced

for discussion generally balances the objectives of creating a stable regulatory lralltework

and allowing for flexibility in how TFP-based regulation may be adapted and applied to

the circumstances of specific clistributors. In balancing these aims, the model presented

in the Discussion Paper has likely increased the incremental benefits fio¡r a TFP-based

option without substantially increasing the incremenlal development and administrative

costs.

The main outstanding issues concern the methods to be used for estimating TFP

itself. In my opinion, the discussion surroundillg this issue has too often veered into

acadelnic tnatters and has lost sight of the main practical objective, which is Lrsing TFP-

based regulatory methods to set appropriate changes in utilíty prices. The algebra

18



underpinning the rationale for TFP-based regulation establishes a direct link between

changes in utility prices and changes in the industty's unit cost of providing utility

services, The TFP specifrcation should satisfythis fundarnental relationship, and I

believe that if we keep this criterion in mind the debates surounding TFP measul'ement

can be resolved and an appropriate TFP specification thereby identified.

I have addressed TFP measurement issues at some length in several submissions

presented in the ongoing update of New Zealand's TFP-based regulatoly approach.

Rather than reiterate those detailed discussions here, I have included these analyses as

appendices to this subrnission. One of these appendices attaches the full text of my most

recent submission, which addresses Economic Insights' (EI's) clairn that my analysis of

TFP-based regulation assumes that the utility industry is characterizedby competitive

market conditions. This claim has been echoed duling the AEMC's review, and it is

entirely without foundation. Moreover, this error is so profound and misleading that, in

the interest of establishing a full, accurate and transparent record in this proceeding, I

believe it should be retracted and rectified in the AEMC's subsequent reporls.

Following this introduction, the next section discusses the appropriate TFP

specification. Section Three addresses the various design issues that the Discussion

Paper puts forward for a TFP-based regulatory option. Section Four addresses a number

of miscellaneous issues in the Discussion Paper, and Section Five presents brief

concluding remarks.

2
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industry input prices (i.e. the growth rate in industry TFP is subtracted from the growth

rate in industry input prices), it leads to a rate of change that is equalto the observed

change in the industry's unit cost of providing regulated services. This is the most

impoftant criterion that must be satisfied when identif,ing the correct TFP spccification,

bccausc if it is not then the underlying rationale for TFP-based regulation is violated.

Moreover, this criterion is amenable to direct empirical tests: rival TFP specifications

can be examined to see which is most consistent generating the observed change in the

industry's unit cost of providing regulated services. Clearly, for this to be a practical

regulatory approach, this unit cost of service must also be one that can be computed from,

and is consisteut with, the industry's actual observed data.

The Correct TFP ,Specification

The logic underlying TFP-based regulation also has direct irnplications for how

inputs and outputs should be measured to ensure that the TFP specification leads to

^h^-ftÂõ tlro+ ara nnncicfpnf rtrifh fhp ralc nf nhqnoc in fhe inrlrrcfn¡tc rrnif nnçfs Thic lnoiev¡¡ar¡iËrç;f, i¡iói Úl¡Ü uulji¡ùi9¡ri ïv¡ii¡ !j¡ü ¡4Lv vr u¡¡q¡¡Ëw i¡¡ i¡¡w ¡i¡uqJi¡ j ù *¡rir vvrrJ. : i¡¡-_ !'-'ó:'-'

has heen descriheri in the ESC's submission.s during this review, and it is also addressed

in Appendices One (output choices) and Two (capitalmeasurement) of this report.

Essentially, the basic algebra shows that outputs must be measured by the billing

determinants (weighted by their revenue shares), and both operating and capital inputs

must be measured using monetary values (weighted by their cost shares). No other TFP
I

specification i! consistent with the underlying indexing logic, or will ensure that the

fundamental criterion for TFP-based regulation (discussed above) is satisfied.

I should note that El has recently said the indexing logic presented in my work

assumes that regulated industries are characterized by corlpetitive market conditions.

This clairn has been echoed in the AEMC's Discussion Paper (e.g. on p.26 and p. 60),

but it is entirely incorrect. I have addressed EI's clail¡s in detail in rny rnost recent

submission in New Zealand, and the fulltext ofthis document is attached as Appendix

'fhree.3

I One clarilìcation ol'this anah,sis is in order, horvever. On page 20 of rny last Nen' Zealand
subl¡ission (the next to last page in Sectíon Three; the page ordeling in this document is dillèr'ent). I lcfèr'
to "the dclivative ofthe cost wilh respect to an input is the nrarginal cost that El refc¡'s to abovc;" 1 shorrld
have beelt nrorc cleal that I u,as relÞrrino to the delivative ol'the opex cost functiotr El specifìed in its

5
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AppnNux Two: MBaSUREMENT on Caplrer-

(Note: theþllowittg discussíon originally appeared as Appendix Two in Kau{mann, L

and. D. Hovde., X Factor Recommendutìons for New Zealantl Electricity Dístrihutìott

Price Con*ol.s, Jtùy 2009, pp. 43-51)

PnySlCnl VERSUS MOrunraRy Clprrll MBaSUnnS AND ALtnnNltM

D npn-ncr¿.Tl oN Ass UMPTIoNS

ln the past several years, there has been an extensive debate in Australia and New

Zealand about whether physical or monetary values of capital assets should be used to

rneasure capital input quantities in TFP studies. These options have also sometimes been

referred to as the dìrect (r.e. physical) and indirect (l.e. rnonetary) approaches to capital

measurelnent. This appendix will consider the issue of using physical versus monetary

measures for capital inputs. With extremely rare exceptions, PEG believes that only

monetary nleasures of capital stocks should be used to rneasure capital in energy utility

TFP studies. This view is overwhelmingly supported by economic theory, empirical

evidence and regulatory precedent.

One important factor supporting the use of monetary capital values is the indexing

logic which deuronstrates the role that industry total factor productivity (TFP) trends can

play in adjusting utility rates. This logic shows that only monetary capital values are

intemally cortsistent with the 'l'FP trend measures that should be used in rate adjustrnent

l'nechauisrns. Recall that the indexing logic examines long-run changes in revenues and

costs for an industry. In the long run, the trend in revenue (R) for an industry equals the

trend in its cost (C ).

Trend R=Trettd C

The trend in the revenue of any industry will be equal to the sum of trellds in reventte-

weighted output price indexes (P) and revenue-weighted output quantity irrdexes (Y ).

T'end R = Tt'end P + Tt'end Y

(t)

a)
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The growth rate in the cost incurred by an industry is tbe sum of the trends in a cost

shale-weighted input price index (W ) and a cost-share weighted input quantity index

(x).

Trend C =Trend 14/ +Trend X

Substituting (2) and (3) into equatiou (1) and rearranging, we find

Trend P=(Trend W +Trend X)-Trend Y
=TrendW -(TrendY -Trend X)
=Trend W -Trend TFP

It can be seen that the trend in (revenue-weighted) prices depends on the

difference between the trends in two indexes. The first is a cost-share weighted input

price index. The second is a total factor productivity (TFP) index. The trend in output

quautities used in the TFP index is calculated using rcvcnuc-sharc wcights; the trend in

input quantities used in the TFP index is calculated using cost-share weights.

ln terms of the choices for capital inputs, the critical relationship in this logic is

equation (:). This equation shòws that there is a direci iink beiween the input quaniiiy

llrcasure used itr TFP calculations and the costs of thc industry. In othcr words, thc trend

change in the industry's input quantity (which is used, in turn, to compute industry TFP

trends) should be associated with trend changes in industry cost. This relationslrip

naturally applies to capital inputs, which account for the largest share of energy network

inputs.

Clearly, the total cost of the industry is measured in monetary tenns, and internal

consistency requires this value to be decornposed into two component indices (for input

prices ancl input quantities) that are lneasured on the same, rnonetary basis. This is

alnrost invariably the case for opex inputs, which are measured using the monetary values

for operating expenditures. These monetary values are "deflated" using an opex input

price index, which functionally divides the monetary value of opex changes into a price

change component (reflected in the change in the overall input price index, lþ and a

quantity change component (reflected in the change in the overall input quantity index,

(4)

(3)
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þ. Capital input quantities will be logically consistent with the total cost and opex input

quantity measures only if tlrese indices are also calculated using rnonetary capiral values.T

The link between morretary capital values and TFP trends is also consistent with

how utility prices are set in practice. When prices under a CPI-X regulation plan are

updated using measures of industry input plice and TFP trends, prices at the oufset of the

plan are typically set to recover the corrpany's cost of service in a base year. These

initial year costs include the costs associated with capital assets. rùy'hen a utility sets its

rates to recover the depreciation and carrying costs of these capital goods, it does so with

reference to the aggregated monetary values ofthese disparate assets, net oftheir

depreciation. It follows that if monetary costs - including the monetary costs of physical

capital assets - are used to set rates at the outset ofa plan but a "physical rnethod" for

rneasuring capital is used to set the X factor, the X factor To adiust distribution rates v/ill

not be consistent with how those rates were originally set. This internal inconsistency

between setting initial rates and adjusting rates over time can only reduce the

transparency of the rate adjustrnent mechanism and perhaps exacerbate rate volatility

when prices are updated, thereby undelmining the predictability and effectiveness ofthe

incentivg regulation regime.

It should also be noted that the use ol'physical capital measures in TFP studies

ernbody certain assumptions aborrt depreciation, A necessary, but not sufficient'

condition for using physical capital to nreasure the capital stock is for capital to obey

what is known as "one-hoss shay" depreciation. The defining characteristic of one-hoss

shay depreciation is that the asset undergoes ,?o physical decay fi'om the time it is

installed until the day it is replaced. The classic example of a one-hoss shay "asset" is a

light bulb.

The link between one hoss shay depreciation and physical capital can perlraps be

clarified by considering that TFP growth is designed to measure the flow of services

provided by aggregate inputs. The services provided by a given capital good depend on

how efficiently that asset is operating conrpared with its potential. Economists

t Ind"xes that obey this property are sonretirnes said to satisfy the "prodrrct lcst"; for exanrple, see

Warers, W.G. and J. Street (1998), "Monitot'ing the Pelfonnance of Covernurent Tladirrg Entcr¡ rises," I/re

t!ustralion Economic Ret,iet. Vol. 3 I, no. 4. p. 368.
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sometimes tenx this relationship between actual and poteritial services as the "efficiency

units" associated with a given capital good. Whenever there is any physical asset decay,

then the efficiency units of older capital must be less than the effìciency units of the

newer capital. If this is the case, then old and new capital goods cannot simply be added

togethcr and used to mcasure capital input because there is effbctively less input quantity

being provided by the older capital goods. Different physical values for capital goods

(such as km ofdistribution line installed in different years) can therefore be added

together and used as an overall capital measure only when there is no physical decay in

assets i.¿. when there is one-hoss shay depreciation. When this is not the case, then the

capital inputs installed in ditÌèrent years must also be adjusted to take account of capital

decay that has taken place since the assets were put in place.

PEG cloes not believe that a one-hoss shay depreciation pattern (i.e, zero physical

decay in every year an asset is in place) is consistent with day-to-day experience in

energy network industries. For example, scores of utilities have implemented "reliability

¡an+o¡o¡l mointpnqnnatt nrnûrarrìq rvhinh are r.lecior'ìed În nntimize çt¡stem nerfirrmance and9V¡rLV¡ VU ¡¡¡q¡¡rLlr¡qrrvv P¡ v6¡ qr¡rr

extend asset life T)istrihr¡tion nraintenance involves manv concrete decisions about

inspection cycles, washing insulators, whether ancl when to treat or "vy'rap" wood poles,

vegetation management, etc, Even thougb distribution assets tend to be long-lived, the

fact that they involve extensive maintenance programs is a sure sign that there is some

physical decay over time, It would be imprudent and unprofitable for utilities to devote

resources to asset maintenance unless doing so increased the services effectively

provided by these capital inputs. Such maintenance programs would also not be

consistent with a one-hoss shay depreciation pattern, where the assets must be providing

a constant strearn of services before maintenance programs are undertaken.s

t It hus been algued that the presence ofmaintenance expenditures can be consistent with one-
hoss shay depreciation- since aglicultural land souretimes includes expendítut-es 1o nraintain the

ploductivity olgiven lands and yet land typically is ussumed not to dept'eciate in TFP studies. Horvever,

there is an important distinction to be made between "no depreciation" and one-hoss shay depreciation.
The diflèrence is that. u'ith very rare exceptions. land is not physicall¡'rrcplaced at all. so it is appropriate to

assume that there is no depreciation since the concept is inherentl¡'designed to nleasure the extent to rvhich

assets are "used up" over tilue as they are utilized in ploduction. Other than land, all assets u,ill inevitably
bc cornpletely used up at solne point and hence ¡nust be t'eplaced (assurling ongoing operatiorr of the

enrerplise und that the asset has not becorne tcchnologically obsolete). 'fhis disparity betrveen land and

other assets inrplics that the zelo depreciation l'or land assets is not equivalcnl to one-hoss shay

depreciation.

3l ,
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A corollaly ofthe "no physical decay" condition is that one hoss shay assets also

provide urrmistakable replacement signals. One-hoss shay capital goods work perfectly

until the day they break down, at which point they never work again and must be

replaced. This also does not reflect the reality of most energy network assets. Managers

have a degree ofdiscretion about when to replace assets and, to a lesser extent, about

replacing curent labor-based operations with capital equipment (e.g. in service

restoration). Replacement decisions are, in fact, intertwined with operational and

maintenance decisions. The complexity and inter-relatedness of these judgments is not

consistent with the transparent simplicity of deciding when to replace a light bulb or other

one-hoss assets.

The literature also generally supports the notion that energy network

assets are characterized by one-hoss shay depreciation. Indeed, this literatule has

found few assets with one hoss shay depreciation profiles in any industry.

One of this view comes from an OECD Manual Litled Measuring Capital

of Capital Stocks, Consumptíon of Fixed Capital, and Capital Services

are probably rather few assets that maintain constant efficiency
their working lives. Light bulbs are sometimes cited as potential

shays, but light-bulbs are too shorl-lived to be classified as capilal
More serious contenders rnight be bridges or dams. With a constant

of rnaintenance these structures may continue to provide constant rentals
very long periods. In general, however , few examples of the one-hoss shay

been identified in the real world. ,19

The I also finds that when observers ignore the role of maintenalrce

expend they often incorrectly conclude that assets exhibit one hoss shay

This lras been noted inthe Dictionary of Usageþr Capital Measm'emenl

Issues,

Capital

in conjunction with the Second Meeting ofthe Canberra Group on

concept of decay is a crucial one in capital rreasurement. Some
ional remarks about input and output decay rnay clarify the concepts. The

d ision between outpr.tt decay and inpr-rt decay is economically, not
cally, determined, because owners ca¡r often ofßet output clecay by
maintenance. However, increased nraintenance as a capital good

no Manual. (200 I ). Measuring Capital - Measulenrent ol'Capital Stocks. Consttntption ol'
Capital Services.
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ages implies input decay. Accordingly, when increased maintenance does

corìpensate for output decay, this docs not crcatc a onc hoss shay asset,

because a one hoss shay asset is by definition one with zero decay. There

seems to be some confusion on this point in the literature: A good deal of the

anecdotal evidence that has been cited in favor of the plausibility of the one

hoss shay model has ignored input decay."l0

Arguments in favor of one hoss shay depreciation based on "casual experience" or

"intuitive appeal" also run contrary to rigorous ernpirical depreciation studies. For

example, when discussing altemative depreciation patterns, Charles Hulten (a

depreciation expert) writes that observers often believe "...the one hoss shay pattern

commands the most intuitive appeal. Casual experience with commonly used assets

suggests that most assets have pretty much the same level of efficiency regardless of their

age - a one year old chair does the same job as a20 year old chair, and so on."lI

However, this author's own academic worlt shows that this "casual experience" conflicts

with more scientific investigations of depreciation. Hulten and Wykoff examined the

prices that were actually paid in secondary rnarkets for used capital goods.l2 They found

that these prices were most consistent with gçometric and not olre-hoss shay depreciation

patterns. This work has been very influential and is usèd directly by a number of

researchers (including the US Bureau of Economic analysis) to value capital stocks.

Surveying the intuitive and empirical arguments, Hulten writes:

"Talçen together, these intuitive arguments (in lävor of one hoss shay) above

suggest that this is a case in which the econometric evidence leads to the

wrong result. Flowever, it may also be true that the intuition, not the

econometrics, is faulty. Intuition tends to be based on personal experience of
individual cases."l3

J0 Triplett. Jack. ( 1998). A Dictionaty of Usage for Capital Meosurement /sszøs, presented at the

Second Meeting of the Canben'a Cloup on Capital Stock Statistics (OECD).
t' C. Hulten (1990), "The Measurernent of Capital' tn Fifty )'ear.s of Econontic Measuren ent eds'

E.R. Bel'ndt and.l. 'flipletl. Studles in lncome and Wealth, vol. 54- the National Bureau of Economic
Research. Chicago: The Unì\,ersity of Chicago Pt'ess. p' ì 24.

't C. Hulten and F. Wykoff (1981), "The Mcasurelrent of Econornic Depleciation," in

Depreciation, lnflarion and the |'axation of Inconte f'ont Capital cd. C. I-lLrlten. Washirrgton DC: The

Urban lnstitr,rte Press. 8l -125,
lt Hulten. Charles R & W¡.kolì, Frank C. (.lan 1996). lssues in tlre mcasureurcnt of ecolrotnic

depleciation: lntroductor¡ rerrlarks. Ecottontic Inqniry; JJ(l). pp. l0-24.
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Fufthermore, Hulten notes that proponents of one-hoss shay depreciation ignore

what is known as the "porlfolio effect," i.e. the depreciation profile associated with a

group of disparate assets - such as those owned by energy networks- will often differ

from the depreciation of any individual asset. He writes:

"Moreover, what may be true on a case-by-case basis may not be true of an

entire population of assets.If so, this has irnportant implications for evaluating
econometric results, which typically reflect the average experience of whole
popufations and not individual Llnits. For instance, it may well be true that

every single asset in a group of 1000 assets depreciates as a one-hoss shay, but

that the group as a whole experiences near-geometric depreciation. This
fallacy of composition arises from the fact that different assets in the group

are retired at different dates: some rnay last only a year or two, others ten to
fifteen years. \ühen the experience ofthe short-lived assets is averaged against

the experience ofthe long-lived assets, and the average cohort experience is
graphed, it will look nearly geometric if the 1000 assets have a retirement
distribution of the soft used by tlre Bureau of Economic Analysis (i.e', one of
the V/infrey distributions). Thus, the average asset (in the sense ofan asset

that embodies the experience of 1/1000 each of 1000 assets in the group) is

not one hoss shay, but something that is much closer to the geometric pattern'

This can easily be vedfìed by perfolming this experiment using the
parameters of the Bureau of Econornic Analysis's capital stock progratn."la

Other depreciation experts have also explessed the view that one hoss shay

deprecation is not consistent with the empirical literature. One Leason, again, is that

arguments in favor of one hoss shay depreciation do not consider the inrplications of

maintenance expenditures, which can be used to increase the flow of services that assets

provide over their lifetimes. For example, Erwin Diewert has written:

"The one hoss shay model of efficiency decline, while seemingly a priori
attractive, does not seetn to worl< well enrpirically; i.e. vintage depreciation

rates tend to be rnuch luore accelerated than the rates inrplied by the one hoss

shay model. We also saw in Section I I that the simple one hoss shay model

does not take into account the irnplications of rising maintenance ând

operat¡ng costs for an asset as it ages. Thus if maintenance costs are linearly
rising over titne, a "gtoss" one hoss shay rnodel gives rise to a linearly
declining efficiency model, which of course, is a model that exhibits very

ra Ilulten. Charles R & W¡,koll'. Irrank C. (.lan 1996), lssues in the nreasurenrent olecolrotnic
depleciation: Intloductory ternat'ks. liconomic lnqrir¡t -tl( l). pp. l0-24'
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accelerated depreciation" (and therefore not consistent with one hoss shay

dcpreciation)l s

It should also be noted that very few TFP studies used in regulatory applications

have used physical capital measures. The only such precedent that PEG is aware of is in

the New Zealand electricity thresholds regime. Far more regulatory plans have used

monetary capital values as the basis for approved TFP trends. Sirnple capital measures

have also been criticized in other Australian regulatory proceedings. In 1999, Denis

Lawrence (then with Tasman Asia Pacifìc, currently with Economic Insights) made the

following comments regarding the capital cost measure used by London Economics in a

study done for the Independent Pricing and Regulatory'Iiibunal:

"Of more fundamental concem, however, is the attempt to measure capital
input simply by the ror¡te kilometers of lines and MVA of transformer
capacity, The measure of capital inputs should take account not only of
quality differences between capital inputs but also capture the amount of
resources which have to be expended to construct the capital input,
Parlicularly in the case of lines, simply adding kilometers of lines together is

inappropriate. It fails to recognize the inherent differences between central
business cìistrict, subnrhan and rrlral sitr¡alions...Treating all l<ilometers of line
as being identical is akin to measuring aircraft inputs by the number of miles
flown. If onc of those kilometers is flown by a Boeing 747 and another is

flown by a Cessna, the inappropriateness of the assurnption is apparent,"r6

It should also bc notcd thot thc issuc of appropriate capital meílsures was tbo

srrbject of consicìerahle clehate in a2.007-2008 update of an incentive regulation plan for

power distril¡utors in the Canadian Province of Ontario. PEC was advising thc Onlario

Energy Board (OEB) in this proceeding, and we estimated an industry TFP trend using

't E.W. Diewelt, (.lune 2001), Measut'ing the Price and Quantity as Capital Services under'

Altelnatir¡e Assurnptions. Discussion Papel No. 0l-24, p.73, lmmediately below these lines, Diewert also

writes "the straighl line depreciation model, v,hile not as. inconsislent v,ilh lhe dato as lhe one hoss shay
ntodel, also does not generate the pattern ofaccelelated depreciation that seerns to charactelize many used

asset markets" (emphasis added). Thus ofthe three main candidates for depreciation profiles, these

statentents inrpl¡, ¡¡¿1 one hoss shay is the least consistent rvith empirical depr:eciation studies. straight line
depleciation is the second lcast consistent, and geometric depreciation is most consistent.

'u Lau,rence. Denis. (Malch 1999). Report lo Energy,ll¡s¡t'ctlia on Lttnclon Economics Efficienq,
and Benchnat'king,Sttldy on the Nett South l!/ales (ltrÍil4') Distribution ßusiness. lt shouJd bc notcd that the

London Econolnics studies included bench¡narking and'l'FP ¡'esults. but ârguments legarding lhe urerits of
monelar') velsus ph¡,sical capital n-ìeasures are -e.enelalh,applicable to each typc ol'crlpilical stud,v.

l-lou'ever. becausc there l'erver concerns about the consistencl' r¡,ith the undellying indexing logic. PEG
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monetary capital values. London Economics (replesented by Julia Þ-rayer) developed an

alternative TFP measure which used physical capital measures in part. In its September'

2008 final decision, the OEB accepted PEG's approach and wrote that "(o)f greatest

concern with Ms. Frayer's approach is the (physical) measurernent of capital, which is

inconsistent with the priol Ontario TFP studies and does not appear to have been adopted

in any jurisdiction other than New Zealand."l1 This is one of the few, and perhaps only,

instances in which the mel'its of physical versus monetary capital values was debated

extensively and transparently in a regulatory setting.

In surn, PEG agrees that "the lreasure of capital inputs should...capture the

amount of resources which have to be expencled to construct the capital input." We

believe that this view is supported by the fundamentals of utility ratemaking, the logic

underlying productivity-based regulation plans, day-to-day experience in energy network

indusûies, the empirical evidence on observed depreciation patterns, and the

overwhelming bulk of regulatory precedents.

believes that plrysical capital nreasures ale generally less problcnratic in benchnralking than TFP
appl ications.

l7 Ontalio Energ¡, Board-Sup¡tlementol Report of the lloard on 3"t Generalion lncentiw
Regulutíon.þr Onturio's Electrìci0, Dislributors. Septernber 17.2008,p, 12.
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2018-2022 Performance-Based Regulation Plans for Alberla Electric and Gas Dlstrlbution Utillties

distr.ibution systeln."r46 Dr. Pavlovic expressed his view that "the proper lneasures of output for a

distribution operation are custurnet's, custonlers served, and peak capacity."to? In explaining his

positioll at the hearing,tot Dr. Pavlovic discussed the "Electt'ic Utility Cost Allocation Manual"

published by the National Association of Regulatory Utility Coùmissioners, '4e in support of his

position. Reasons for his position, linking custorners as an output measure and cost drivers and

cost allocations for electric distributiolt utilities, were not fully explained.

129. The Lowry study uses number of customers as the output measure for a number of
reasons, including its applicability with'a revenue-per-customer cap. Dr. Lowry also pointed to

the L¡se of econometrie modelling that shows the number of customers to be a more important

driver of the costs of energy distributors than delivery volumes. An additional reason is that the

number of custcimers is much more stable (that is, less variable) than the trend in delivery
volumes.rso The Commission does not find these reasons to be particularly persuasive in terms of
attaching highel weight to studies that use the number of customers as the output variable rather

than a volumetric measure. First, only gas distribution utilities will be under a revenue cap plan

in the next generation PBR plans (electric distribution utilities remain under a.price cap) and, in

any cvent, as Dr. Carpertcrrsr alrd Dr. Meitzen pointed out,rs'what is nrore relevant is the typc of
index that applies to the U.S. electric distribution fìrms in the sample, an issue on which no

evidence has been adduced. Second, the evidence provided was insufficient to explain why,
finding that the number of customers is a more important driver of the costs of energy

distributors than delivery volumes, means that the number of customers is a better measure of
output than delivery volumes. Finally, while a lack of variability of an output measure appears to

have some advantages in terms of ease of numel'ical calculation and updating, expert evidence

was not provided as to why in and of itself, this characteristic is particularly dcsirable in terms of
deciding which output measure is more relevant.

130. In this context, the Commission acl<nowledges that with the prevalence of both fixed and

variable revenue components for distribution utilities, the number of customers is a relevant

output lreosure along lvith volume, wlrere the relative rveights assigned to these tu,o output
measÌtres would ideally reflect the proportion of revenues generated through fixed versus

variable (volumetric) charges.tt'ln the absence of such information for the firms in the U.S.
sanrplè, tlre Commission is not prcpalcd to discount TFP growth studies developed using either'

volume or number of customers as the output lneasure sirnply because of the panicttlar output
measure that was chosen, but in future would prefer sensitivity analysis that demolrstrates the

effect on output growth, and hence TFP growth, of varying the relative weights that are assigncd

to each of these two output measures.

131, The average annual growth rates associated with the nurnber of customers output measLtre

lor 1997-2014 were 0.90 pel cent for the Lowry study using the full sample,rsa and 0.86 per cent

when Dr. Meitzen redid his analysis using this output rneasure with the 67 firn Brattle sample

''o Exhibit 20414-X0403. UCA leply evidence olDr', Pavlovic et al.. page 6,QlA 14.

'n7 Tlansclipt. Volunre 17. page 3569. línes 6-8 (Dr. Pavlovic).
r{8 Transclipt. Volunrc 1 7. page 3632. Iine I to page 3632. line 1 8.
r4e UCA lepl¡,evidencc in Exhibit 204 l4-X0403, PDIr page 8.
rso Exhil¡it 204 t4-x0630. PDF pages 40-42.
rsr 1'r'anscript. Volr¡nre 2. page 406. line I I to pagc 407. line 3 (Dr. Calpenter').

'tt Dxlribir 204 t4-x0256, llDl'l-AUC-20l6APRl 5-013(l).

't'Exhibir204t4-x0t73.lltìA'fl-t-u-AUC-20t6Aptìt5-009(b):uxhibit20tt14-X0256.cD'rl-AUC-20l6APIì15-
0 I 3(e): Exhibi t 204 I 4-X032 l, CCA-A U C-20 I 6APR I 5-009(cl)'

'tu Exhib¡r 204 l4-X0468. PDF pages 40. 42.
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for 2000-2014.'ss For volume, the average annual growth rates were 0.5l,per cent for the Brattle
study and 0.50 per cent for the Meitzen study, using the last 15 years and the Brattle sample of
fìrms in both casss.'su These growth rates are not all directly comparable, however, for the same

reasons identifìed previously when comparing the results of the different assurnptions pefiaining
to inputs; namely, differences in the firms included in the samples, ìn the method of aggregating
across finns and, additionally, in this case, in the data period and data sources used. Using the

53 firms that are.comrnou to the Brattle and Lowry studies, growth in the number of customers is

0.88 per cent for 2000-20l4.ttt Volume growth for these same firms in this same period is

0.64 per cent using the weighted average approach in the Brattle study, or 0.47 per cent if all
firms are weighted equally."t Therefore, after controlling for differences between the studies, the

difference in output measures, number of customers versus volume, affects annual growth by
between 0.24 and 0.41 percentage points for this period, a number that translates directly into
TFP growth differences since TFP growth is output growth less input growth.

132. A further issue with the output data concerns the source for the customer count data.

Most of these data are taken frorn FERC Form 1, but the Lowry study combines output data from
FERC Form 1 and EIA Form 861, as described previously."' Specifically, for a majority of
firms, the Lowry study uses l'orm I data until 2000 and then Form 861 data thereafter. However,
for some fims the Lowry study uses Form 1 data throughout while in others it uses Form 861

data throughout, even though for almost 35 per cent of the 8B firms the two data series are

identical in all years, and for a filrther 30 per cent there are only a few minor differences between

the two series for any parlicular firm in some years.r60 Some parties viewed this patching of data

as problematic,tor but patching data in this way can avoid obvious transcription errors ill the

original data. Flowever, here there are anomalies that remain even in the patÒhed data.tu'

133. 'ù/hile the patching of data can be useful in certain circumstances, the Commission
considers that the patching procedure and the criteria used to determine which data series to use

in which circumstances - that is, what and when to patch - needs to be documented carefully,
with supporting reasoning. A lack of such detailed documentation and support must be taken into

consideration when evaluating analysis that relies on the patched data, in exactly the same way

ttt Exhib¡t 20414-X0256, EDTI-AUC-20164PR15-013(g), table on PDÞ'page 50. Part of this diffcrence ar'íses

because Dr. Me itzen calculates anrrual growth fol the aggregated number of customers across all fitt.ns- u'hereas

the Lorvry study calculates annual growth sepalately for each fìrm and then avet'ages these meqsures across

firnrs.tto Exhibit 20414-X0396 (Brattle); Exhibit 20414-x0256, PDF page 4l (Meitzen).

'tt Exhibit 20414-XO4l7, .spleadsheet leplication of Lowry study by Dr. Meilzen using the patched customer couut

data utilized by Dr. Lowly, as described subsequently. Firnrs that al'e not common to the two studies are deleted.

as described in footnote 140,rtt See fbotnote 140.lte See footnote 95.
tuo Tlre ¡wo sets of custolner count data are plovided in Exhibit 20414-X0 100, in columns "AA" (Fornr l) and

"BD" (Form 861), and are reproduced in the Meitzen spreadsheet replication of the Lowry stttdy; in
Exhibit 20414-XO4l7, tab "Queryì," with these sarne labelled columns and with the patcherJ series used in the

Lowry study in column "f)F."
r6r 'l'ratrsclipt, Volurne 14, page 2845. line 5 to page 2846. line 2 (Dr. Meitzen).

'u2 Examples include firms that expelience very large custorrcl count percentage increascs in one ycal that are

l'ollorved b),alurost equivalent large custonrel count pelcentage decreases in the lbllou,ing vear'(s). These are

cvicient in Exhibit 20414-0417. tlre spleadsheet replication olthc L.orvry stud'r,b)'Dr. Meítzen. Spccilìc
exarrrples include. but are not lir¡ited to. Nia-eala Mohau,k Porver Corpolation. +32.2 per cerrt in 200 I

and-35.7percentin2003;andGleenMounlainPorvelCorporation.+I4.4percentin2012.and-I.3.l4percertt
in 2013"

34 . Decision 20414-D01-20'16 (December 16,2016)
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Exhibit M2
Tab 1'1.1

Schedule OPG-003
Page 1 of 2

OPG lnterroqatorv #3

lssue Number: 11.1
lssue: ls OPG's approach to incentive rate-setting for establishing the regulated
hydroelectric payment amounts appropriate?

lnterroqatorv:

Reference: Exhibit M2 general

a) Please list and provide all studies of hydroelectric generation reviewed by PEG.

ni Please identify which of these studies use MW as an output and which use MWh.

c) Please identify which of these were uged for regulatory purposes,

Response:

The following response was provided by PEG

a-c) Table M2-11.1-OPG-3 below provides details of the studies that PEG reviewed. To

the best of their knowledge, none of these studies were used for regulatory
purposes,
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Tab 11.1

Schedule OPG-003
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t Table M2-11.1OPG-3

f MWh ls consldered an output varfable in thls study, thouSh it ls not retalned ln the flnal three models'

2 lnstalled capaclty is not used âs ân output variable ln this study. However, wl nter änd summer peaklng capaclty are used as outputs; these are

both measured as maxlmum power output {fn MW) durlóg the system peak.

3 lhis study employs the lechni que for Order Preference by Slmllarlty to ldeal Solution (ToPSlS) method. Outputs and lnputs äre not

2 dlstlngulshed from each other (all are slmply "indlcators")

Outputs
Hydroelectric Generation Studies MWh MW

Banfl, S., & Flllpptni, M. (2010). Resource rent taxatlon and benchmarklng - A new perspectlve for the Swlss

hydropower sector, Energy Pollcy, 38 (5), 2302-2308.
X

Barrcs, c. p. (2008f. Eff¡clency analysls of hydroelectrlc generatln8 plants: a case study for Portugal. Enetgy

, 30(Ll, se-7s.
X

Barros, C. p., & peypoch, N, (2007). The determ¡nants of cost efflclency of hydroelectrlc generatlng plants: A

frontler approach, Eneryy Pol¡cy , 35 (91, 4463-4470'
X X

, c. p., chen, 2,, Mana8l, S,, & Antunes, o. s. (2013). Examlnlng the cost €fflclency of chlnese hYdroelectf¡c

uslng â flnlte mlxture model' Energy Economlcs , 36 ,5lL'5L7
X X

lnácio, C. F,, A, V. Portuguese

Power Statlonsr DEA as a Tool for lnternal Company Benchmarking, Colmbro Euslness nevÞw, 7 lIl, 66- X

W., peypoch, N., & Ratslmbanlerana, H. (2011). Productlvlty growlh and blased technologlcal change ln

dams. Eneey Economlcs , 33 (51,853-858'
X x

llppini, M,, & Luchsinger, c. (2007). Economies of scale ln the swiss hydropower sector, Applled Economlcs

, 14 (1s1,1109-1113,
X

M,, Geissmann, T., & Greene, W, H. (2016!. Perslstent ând Tfanslent cost Éfflclency - An Appllcatlon to

Sw¡ss Hydropower Sector (Economics Worklng Paper 16/251). Swltzerland: Centre for Ener8y Pollcy and

Economics at the Swlss Federal lnstltute of Technology Zurich'

X

D. K., & Shrestha, R, (2006), Measuflng eff¡clency of hydropower plants ln Nepal uslng data envelopment

IEEE Tronsoctlons on Powet systems , 21 U\,1502-1511.2
X

lo Storto, C., & Capanq B, (2014), Productlvity changes of the renewable energy lnstalled Gapaclty: an emplrlcal

dy relatlng to 31 Európean countrles between 2002 and 2o!!, Energy Educot¡on sclence ond Technology Port

Energy Scíence ønd Reseorch , 3215), 3061-3072'

X

Sanca, K, & Or, l, (2007), Efflclency assessment ofTurklsh power plants uslng data envelopment analvsls.

Energy , 32 (81,1484-1499.
X

A., Alp, 1., & Klltnc. C. (2012). Efflclency assessmênt of the hydro-power Plants ln Turkey by uslng Deta

Analysls. Renewoble Energy | 46 
' 

192'2oz'
x

nE, 8., Nlstor, t., Murty, T & Wei, M. (20141. Efflclency assessrllent of hydroelectric power plants ln

multl crlterla declslon making approach, Energy Economlcs 46 Irz-tzl,¡A
X X

whlteman, J. (19991, The potentlal b€neflts of Hllmer and related reforms: ElectrlG¡ty supply' The Austrollon

Economlc Revlew , 32 (Ll, t7-3o.
X
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Exhibit M2
Tab 11.1

Schedule EP-002
Page I of3

Energv Probe lnterroqatorv #2

lssue Number: 11.1
lssue: ls OPG's approach to incentive rate-setting for establishing the regulated

hydroelectric payment amounts appropriate?

lnterrogatory:

Reference: Exhibit M2

ln Chart 1 at p.2 of its response to Undertaking JT3.24, LEI provided the annual TFP

growth rate that it had calculated for each of the 16 companies for each of the 12 years

in its sample:

LEI's Chart 1 also provides the average TFP growth over the entire 2003-2014 period

for each company in its sample, referied to as the AVG. For example, the Chart shows

that OPG's AVG was -O.49%.

a) please confirm/disconfirm that OPG's AVG over the 12-year sample period is -' 
0.51o/o rather than -0.49% as shown in Chart 1. Could the difference simply be due

to rounding error? Are there any other instances of such error in Chart 1?

b) please confirm/disconfirm that the mean of the 16 company AVG'q is -1.01o/o ãtld-' 
tlratthe sample standard deviation is2.Î7o/o (using the sample-varianèe formula in

LEI's response to Undertaking JT3.24.

c) p.1S of the PEG reports states: "The productivity growth rates of individual-' 
.omp"nies tend to'be more volatile than the average productivity growth of a group
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Exhibit M2
l-ab 11,1

Schedule EP-002
Page 2 of 3

of companies", The data from Chart 1 above appear to lupport this statement. The

Àampte standard deviation of the company AVG's is 2.37o/o (subject to.9!99t<)'

How'ever, the range of standard deviations of the individual company AVG.'s is

T',SOo/o (for OpG) io S4.O2o/o (for AB Power), (PEG may wish to confirm this range')

What accounts for this ditference in volatility?

d) The LEI data in Chart 1 can also be averaged over the 12 company TFP's for each

of the 16 years, For example, it appears that the mean TFP grovuth rate over all 16

companiei was 14.560/o toi ZOO3 and -8,69% tor 2Q04. Please confirm/disconfirm

that ihe mean of those 12 year-averages is also -1 .01 , and that the sample

standard deviation is 10.77o/o.

e) Taking all the 12-corñpany TFP data for each of 16 years together, please confirm

that the total number òf fFp growth rate observations is 192, that the mean is -

1.01o/o and that the standard deviation is26'40%.

f) please briefly discuss the relationship(s) among the. standard deviation for the total'' 
sample of ßZ observation s (26.4%), the standard deviation of the 16 observations

of company AVG's (2.37o/o) ând the'standard deviation of the 12 observations of the

yea r-avera ges (1 0.7 7 o/o) 
.

g) lf there is a relationship among the respective
deviations), what is that relationship? For exa

variability ín annualTFP growth rates is partly nd

. parlly Ou-e to ditferences between business co y

ieav¡irg a very large portion of the total variability unexplained?

h) What, in pEG's view, are the policy implications of adopting LEI's estimate of '1'01o/o

when so much of the variabiliiy in its san ple is, apparently, unexplained?

i) As LEI had done, please provide PEG's estimates of annual productivity growth for
' each company in its sample and for each year in its sample'

ResponselBevlsed.L.

The following response was provided by PEG:

a) Confirmed, Yes, the difference could be due to rounding error. Yes, there are

several other instances of such error. Please see the column labeled "Company

AVG" in Tab 3 of Attachment M2-11.1-EP.
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b) Confirmed. See tab 3 of AttachmentM2-l1.1-EP.

c) The Energy Probe calculations compare apples to o.ranges. PEG was saying that

the average year to year growth rates of sample utilities are less volatile than the

year to year growth rates of individual utilities'

d) Confirmed. See tab 3 of Attachment M2-11.1-EP

e) Confirmed. See tab 3 of Attachmentl\A2-|1.1-EP

f) The standard deviation of the total sampte is larger than the standard deviation of

the company AVG's and the standard deviation of the year-averages.

g) The relationship among the variances is similar ong standard

deviations in the sense-that the variance for the is larger than

the variance of the 16 observations of c lmpany e variânce of

the 12 observations of the year-averages (1.16%). Yes, that is a plausible 
-

interpretation of the data. l-iowever, it should be noted that both PEG and LEI set out

to compute actual observed TFP trends of OPG's peer6, not to fully explain the

drivers of productivitY growth.

h) The working papers provided in response to M2-11.1-OPG-1 contain year-by-year

productivitygrowth rates for the individual companies in the sample.

The working papers file M2-11.1-OPG attachment PEG-WP-1,xlsx contains the

results of thl productivity calculations for each company and each year on

worksheet "lnbexes". The growth rates in the "lndexes" worksheet column AE are

logarithmic.

. pEG provided average annual productivitygrowth rate.data by company.for.the

ß}6:ZOM period iniesponse to M2-11.1-SEC-2 attachment 1. The productivity

values included an allocation of A&G expenses. lt is not possible to produce these

alternative results using the information in the working papers provided to all parties.
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2.2.1 Productivity Factor

ln its RRF Report, the Board determined that the productiv¡ty factor will be based on

Ontario electricity distribution industry TFP ("industry TFP") trends and should be

derived from objective, data-based analysis that is transparent and replicable,

Furthermore, the Board determined that the productivity factor determination

under the new Price Cap lR will continue to rely on the index-based approach,

The Board also stated its intention to update the productivity factor every five years

(e.9., the update after 2014 would be in 2019).

The indexing method to estimating lndustry TFP continues to be the most common

basis for setting a productivity factor in rate setting formulas. ln addition, the Board

concludes that the approach is simpler than the alternative "econometric" approach

proposed by Prof, Yatchew and therefore may be better understood by stakeholders

and consumers.

The Board invited written comment on its intention to update TFP next in 2019.14 Some

stakeholders expressed concern over how this may impact distributors, particularly if it

is applied to all distributors regardless of where they are in their lR term. The Board's

approach is intended to provide greater certainty as to the time to achieve or surpass

the external benchmark and retain any achieved savings. For distributors to benefit

from that certainty, the industry benchmark needs to be in place for a reasonable period

of time. The period of time generally used coincides with the lR plan term, and is a

common feature of many lR plans. The Board is concerned that allowing for a change

in the productivity factor midway through an lR term will erode the incentive þenefits of

providing stability and predictability in the achievable industry external benchmark. As

such, the Board has determined that the productivity factor will remain in effect

until a distributor's next rebasing. The stretch factor however will çhange annually,

1a Ontario Energy Board. Letter to Stakeholders re: Update on Timeline for Experl Reports and Written
Comments. May 30,2013.

- 13 - November 21,2013
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depending on the performance of the distributor, so as to add an additional incentive for

distributors to improve performance year after year. This is addressed in section 4.1.

As detailed in the May 2013 Updated PEG Report, PEG calculated TFP trends using an

index-based approach on Ontario data for the period 2002-2011.15 PEG noted the

results of the analysis were being materially impacted by outliersl6, Toronto Hydro and

Hydro One, and recommended that the data for the two companies be excluded from

the industry calculation. The Board agrees with PEG that an industry productivity

measure reflective of 7317 distributors operating in Ontario should not be materìally

impacted by only two distributors, and therefore will exclude the two outliers in the

industry calculation. Furthermore, the Board is of the view that for as long as they

remain outliers, these distributors should be exclurded from the lndLtstry TFP clala set

With the exclusion of the outliers, PEG also noted the results of its analyses showed a

slowdown in productivity over the time period and expressed uncertainty of whether this

trend would persist in the future, PEG and the other expeÉs in this consultation

expressed the view that the slow growth in Ontario lndustry TFP may be attributable to

the 2OO8-09 recession, a one-time event that is not expected to continue, as well as

slow output growth, a factor which is expected to continue with Ontario's continued

emphasis on conservation.

ln section 4.5 of the Final PEG Report, PEG explained that bqcause TFP growth will be

part of the formula used to adjust base rates, only costs recovered through base rates

should be included in the estimation of TFP growth. Table 5 in the Final PEG Report

summarizes the cost measure used to estimate TFP. ln brief, excluded costs include

contributions in aid of construction and low voltage charges collected from embedded

tt PEG has subsequently updated this analysis to include 2012 dala, and those results are presented
further below.
16 An outlier is a value that "lies outside" (is much smaller or larger than) most of the other values in a set
of data.

" Four distributors are excluded from PEG's analysis because their RRR data is not available:
Attawap¡skat First Nation, Fort Albany First Nation; Kashechewan First Nation; and Hydro One Remote
Communities lnc.

November 2"1,2013-14-
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distributors. PEG expla¡ns that including these costs in the TFP analysis would create a

"mismatch" between the costs used as inputs for the rate adjustments and the costs that

are actually subject to that rate adjustment. As explained in the Final PEG Report, it

would not be appropriate for costs previously recovered outside of base rates to be

reflected Ín the TFP trend, and therefore the rate adjustment mechanism, that will apply

during an lR term. Doing so would mean increasing future customer rates to pay for

costs that have already been recovered in previous customer rates.

TFP results changed dramatically when the analysis was updated to include 2012 dala.

While the results indicated an average annual industry TFP growth of 0.19o/o between

2002-2011, average annual industry TFP over the 2002-2012 period declined lo

-0.33%.

Such a dramatic change caused PEG to question the reasonableness of the data

included in the analysis. Whên carrying out its updated TFP analysis to include 2012

data, PEG reported that OM&A expenses in2}l2were 1 114% higherthan in 2011.18

While ther:e may be several reasons for the overall increase in OM&A, staff analysis

identified that the largest changqs appear to have been caused by three unusual and

one-time events: the methodology of reporting in relation to OPA CDM program costs;

the adoption of IFRS by some dístributors again impacting on RRR reporting; and

unusually large deferral account dispositions. The Board does not believe that any of

these events should be included in the calculation of industry TFP such that they impact

the long-run productivity of the sector. The first two identified events are a function of

how data is reported to the Board by distributors. The last event is associated with the

significant investment in smart meters in Ontario. For the purposes of estimating long-

run TFP, PEG advised that these unusual and one-time events should be excluded from

the TFP analysis.

18 Pacific Economics Group Research, LLC. Empirical Research in Support Of lncentive Rate Setting in

Ontario: 2012 lJpdate. September,2013.(http://www.ontarioenergvboard.calQEB/ Documents/EB-

)

November 21 ,2013- 15 -
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PEG subsequently adjusted its TFP analysis in order to remove the impact of:

adoption of IFRS affecting amounts recorded on the balance sheet for fixed assets

(NBV) as well as a reduciion in depreciation and capitalized OM&A; and

transfers of balances from deferral accounts to the balance sheet and income

statement accounts, especially with respect to smart meters.

The Board will require corrections to distributor RRR balances for some distributors in

order to isolate OPA CDM program costs from the TFP analysis, The Board will issue a

request to distributors and undertake the associated corrections in due course such that

any updates may be reflectecl in the 2010 TFP calculation.

PEG also expressed concern over the reasonableness of implementing a negative

productivity factor for rate setting given the regulatory environment in Ontario. PEG

advisecl stakeholclers that the potential for further revenue decoupling, the continued

use of rate riders and/or deferrals, and the introduction of choice under RRF of rate

setting approaches create a significant probability that a negative productivity factor

would either include costs that are already being recovered elsewhere, or reflect the

experience of a small number of distributors with atypical investment needs who will

likely opt out of Price Cap lR ln favour of a Custom lR approach. This latter result, PEG

observed, would be counter to the Board's intended purpose of Price Cap lR, which is

to be appropriate for most distributors in the Province who do not have high or variable

capital requirements. Because of these concerns, PEG recommended that the

productivity factor in Price Cap lR be set at zero.

At the Conference, stakeholders generally agreed that while the Board could spend

more time trying to understand the negative TFP growth in Ontario, it may not be a

productive study of the current data given the extent of analysis that has already been

undertaken. However, Prof. Yatchew suggested that going fonuard progress may be

November 21,2013-16-
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Statistics Canada
Home
> CANSIM

Table 383-00261
Multifactor productivity and related Variables in the aggregate business sector
and ma¡or sub-sectors, by North American lndustry Classification System
(NAICS), provinces
annual (index, 2OO7 =100)

Data table Add/Remove data Manipulate Download Related information Help

The data below is a part of CANSIM table 383-0026. Use the Add/Remove data tab to customize your
table.

Selected items [Add/Remove data]
Labour productivity measures and related measures = MulLifactor productivity z

Geography
North American Industry
Clàss¡ficat¡on System
(NATCS)

201-o 20tL 20t2 2013 2014

Business sector industries Å 89,082 87.130 75.844 76.385 70.763

Agriculture, forestry,
fishing and hunting!É

t24.339 L23.O78 720.4r8 724.97t 1 1 3.687

Mining and oil and gas
extraction !Z

75.353 7I,sLT 5r.907 52.331 42.267

Utilities f22l 116.605 120.540 105.488 98.956 89.796

Construction 123l r00.642 103.28s 100.082 100.032 117.881

Manufacturing 18 r73.275 94.244 t22.697 t76.564 114.003

Wholesale trade [41.]

Retailtrade Í44-451

702.999 7L6.324 L26.746 r35.241 r43.293

110.664 111.507 tto.976 1t2.382 tL3.t22

93.356

15 1.357

90.195 91.963

161.630 L77.32L

Newfoundland
and Labrador

Transpoltation and
warehousing 148-491

9 1.71592

2r3

247

148 2t4.543Information and cultural
r industries l'511

htlp://vwwì6.slatcan. g c.calcansi ny'a26?l ang = 6¡g ¿,¡6= 3830026
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104.999 107.05599.025 100.993Finance, insurance,
real estate, rental and
leasing and management
of companies and
enterprises 19

102,08997.567 97.237100.526

98.255

104.656Professional, scientific and
technical services [54]

Lt8.739102,809 701.240 107.589 777.282Administrative and
suppolt, waste
management and
remediation seruices [S]

131_273 115,304r25.r42 L24.OtZ 118.040Arts, enteriainment a nd
recreation [Ztl

702.26!1 1 1.186 108.309 LO7.967Accommodation and food
services [Zf]

108,967

99.331 100.10999.548 9s.67LOther private services 29

55.45s78.824 63.415 63.042

ro4.544

82.157Business sector, goods,
special aggregatio.n 4

1 131 t2 648 737L07.L3s 108.154 109.373Business sector, services,
^,.^-¡^r ^---^-^*^^22ÐPtllq¡ qy9¡ E9qlrv.r

99,55997.687 98.880Business sector industries ! 100, s5s 98.1 53

99.426 103.6651o9.470 100.411 104.708Agriculture, forestry,
fishing and hunting !6

156.805L40.544 1 56.930M¡n¡ng and oil and gas
extraction 17

B 1.56183. 31 1

tr7.661r2L.223123,550 130.4s0 L¿8.962Utilities l-221

87.03687.t47 88.7L494,816 94.346Construction f23l

112.64690.766 94.398 103.868Manufacturing 19 94.199

LO2.3L399.186 101.733 99.347Wholesale trade [41] a3.647

96.585 99.L57103.863 98.3 1 1 96.988Retail trade f44-4SJ

109.319TranspoÉation and
warehousing f4A-497

Information and cultura I

industries [5:t]
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Geography
North American Industry
Classification System
(NArcs)

Prince Edward
Island

104.510 109.406 r70.324 706.237

101.807 ro2.2B4 10 1.51 5 98.830 94.278

2010 2011 20L2 20L3 20L4

trui: Nr¡rth Arncri¡an Tndl¡s
http:i/vwv\ ó-statcan.g c.calcansinl/a26?lang =s¡g g¡¿=3639926
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104.935 L07.27298.920 99.197 toz.743Finance, insurance,
real estate, rental and
leas¡ng and management
of companies and
enterPrises 19

99.82896,503 96.010 96.169 98.768Professional, scientific a nd
technical services [5¿l]

89.527 90.228 90.193 91.691Adm¡n¡strative and
support, waste
management and
remediation servíces [$]

88.962

91.069BB.78s 92.635 91.559 92.508Arts, enteÊainment and
recreation [Zll

94.774 94.8t795.772 93.360 92.133Accommodation and food
services [2I

106.10999.200 703.726 103.013 101.97sOther pr¡vate services 29

98.497 97.369 96.300 97.919Business sector, goods,
speclal aggregation 4

97.846

t01.674 104.25r98. s98 99.840 LOO.223Business sector, services,
special aggregation u

99.399 1 00.093 to2.887Business sector industries 1 97.594 98.967

7L2.240 113.871 1t7.66r 118.264Agriculture, forestry,
fishing and hunting !€

1 10,803

69.394 69.724 65.519Mining and oil and gas
extraction !Z

73.sO3 80.825

89.187 90.70393.775 a7.548 84.728Utilities I22I

90.290 Bs.2B0 82.544 8L.29291 . 164Construction l23f

tor.737 706.22s 107.089 t1.3.279Manufacturing !-9 97.s67

110.485 116.75098.862 105.403 LO7.7l9Wholesale trade I41l

100.368 98.951 99.508 to2.264Retailtrade f44-457 102.833

95.9r2 97.789

112.7BA109;251
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Ontario

Transportation and
warehousing 148:49'J

Information and cultural
industries þ11

North American Industry
Classification System
(NATCS)

95.058 92.O92 92.885

t20.629 722.660r07.280

2014Geography

http://wwvkS.statcan.g c.calcansi n/a26?lan9 = eng &id= 3830026

2010 2011 2012 2013
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to7.316103.86499.003 100.932 LO2.236Finance, insurance,
real estate, rental and
leasing and management
of companies and
enterprises 19

101.61198.820 97.74898.007 96.369Professional, scientific and
technical services [54]

93.04894,650 95.054 93.77495.549Administrative and
support, waste
management and
remediation services [56]

102.53797.752 98.852 too.423AÌts, entertainment and
recreation [Zt]

100.057

103.307101.071 100.755 100.113 99.857Accommodation and food
services pll

103.48697.879 98.O74 97.508 99.707

98,491 100.c0496.346 98.546 98.606

Other private services 29

Busirress sector', goods,
speciat aggregation 21

1 01.71 5 104.700100.490Business sector, services,
special aggregation 4

101 . 169 102.861 to2.672

98.906

100.382

99.935

101.203Business sector industries 1

98,456 80.999 100.298 I13.673 94.O24Agriculture, forestry,
fishing and hunttngE

8s.616 80.83s 75.7ttMining and oil and gas
extraction !Z

64.566

78.535

54.r42

75-224Utilities 122l 78.081 76.95t 72.643

120.03s 1 1 2.065 109.148 109.759 126-243Construction t23l

1 12.1 50 108.99299.423 104. 6 15 105.921Manufacturlng !g

to]-.74L t02.435 108.799Wholesale trade [4:L] 1 04. 506 10s 163

LO6,240105.6s3 102.580 105.829Retaif trade 144-457 104.200

99.476 107.287 105.055Transportation and
warehouslng t4A'49J

98.1 3996 274

t25.3791 18.104

2t28t2017 CANSIM-3g30026-Multifactorproductiütyandrelatedvarieblesintheaggfegatebusinesssectorandnøjorsubsectors,byNorthAnrericanlndustryc.

Manitoba

Information and cultural
industries [51]

r77,473 rr7.272 1 16.1 15

I North American Industry
Geography . Classification System

¡ (NATCS)

http:i/wv\ 
^6.slatcan.g 

c.ca/cansiny'a26?lang = eng &id= 3830026

2010 20Lt 20L2
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212812017 CANSIM-38+0026-Multifactorprduclivityandrelated\ariablesinlheaggregatebuslnesssectorandmajorsub-sectors,byNorthAmericanlndustryC...

real estate, rental and
leasing and management
of companies and
enterPrises !9

Britlsh
Columbia

Geography
North American Industry
Classification System
(NATCS)

Finance, insurance,
raâl êcÌãfa ranì¡l rnd

108.270

97.9r8

2011 2012 2013 20L4

98,531 :101.372

702.272 ro5.o24 104.034 tos.207 t02.735Professional, scientific and
technical services [52[]

96. s84 95.769 94.248 93.712Administrative and
support, waste
management and
remediation seruices [51i]

92.t16

1o2.973 102.356Arts, entertainment a nd
recreation [Zt]

ro4.76r 105.134 106.4t2

96.724 1 00.08 1 I02.322Accommodation and food
serviêes 172l

98.376 96.352

96.348 94.686 97.369 98.912 101.431Other private sewices 29

9s.354 93.506 95.283 96.438Business sector, goods,
special aggregation 21

93.461

97.O25 100.012 100.37s 100.431 10 1.62 1Business sector, services,
special aggregation ?2

96.944 96.081 97.749 99.r24Business sector industries I 94.6s6

r15.669Agriculture, forestry,
fishing and hunting!É

702.645 114.990 11 1.853 123 . 513

69.608 67.923Mining and oil and gas
extraction 12

86.026 79.597 68.846

66.825 72.736 74.208 72.r21 67.63LUt¡l¡t¡es [2]
ro7.628 109.857Construction t23l 106.669 tQ7.92L 1 10.365

Ma nufacturing le 95.590 99.728 99.282 ro2.702 104.525

Wholesale trade [4:!] 95.383 99.945 to2.L72

98.808 99.513 98.916

103.907

101.579

106.359

10s.856Retail trade [4¿!1IEJ

TranspoÉation and
warehousing 148-497

97.270 100.894 102,916 105,010

96.2s2 94.703Information a nd cultural
industries [5:L]

93.26L 92.809

2010

http://uttv'r6.statcan.g c.ca/cans¡ ÍYa26?lang = 6¡g ff,¡6= 3830026

96.620 98. 181 95.852
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2l2gt2}17 CANSIM-3830026-Mult¡factorproductilityandrelated\Êr¡ables¡ntheaggregatebusinessseclorandnrajorsub-sectors,byNorthArìericanlndustryC'.
t rsr.!s¡ qr.s

leasing and management
of compan¡es and
enterPrises 1!!

Footnotes:

!. The buslness sector- co\-/e!'s the whole economy less nuhlic aclministration- non-profit institutìons and
the rental value of owner-occupied dwellings'

Z. Multifactor productivity measures the efficiency with which all inputs are used in production. It is the
ratio of real gross domestic product (GDP) to comblned labour and capital inpuLs.

3. Labour productivity is measured as real gross domestic product (GDP) per hours worked. It shows the
time profile of how productively labour iiused to generate value-added, Changes ín value-added-based
labour productivlty reflect the joint influence of capital, skill upgradino, and overall productive
eff ic ie nc y.

4. Capital productivity is measured as real qross domestic product (ÇDP) per unit of capital seruices'
5. Real gross domestic product (GDP) (or real value-added) is a chained Fisher quantity index of gross

domestic product (GDP) ät baslc prlces.
6. Labour input is obtained by chained-Fisher aggregation of hours worked of all workers, classified by

education, work experience, ancl class of workers (paid workers versus self-employed and unpaid family
workers) using hourly cornpeltsatiotr as weiglrts,

7. The numberof hours worked in all jobs is the numberof all jobs times the annual average hours worked

in all jobs. According to the retained definition, hours worked means the total number of hours that a

person spends working, whether paid or not. In general, this includes regular and ovedime hours,
breaks, travel time, training in the workplace and tirne lost in bríef work stoppages where workerc
remain at their posts. On the other hand, tinre lost due to strikes, lockouts, annual vacation, public

holidays, sick leave, rnaternity leave or leave for personal needs are not included in total hours worked.
8. Labour composition is the r¿tio of labour input to hours worked. Changes in labour composition reflect

the shifts in the educational attainrnent and work experience of the workforce.
9. Capital input measures the services derived from the stock of fixed reproducible business assets

(equipment and structures). It is obtained by chained-Fisher aggregation of capital stocks using the
cost of capital to determine weights.

10. Combined labour and capital inputs are obtained by chained-Tornqivst aggregation of labour and capital
input using cost shares of labour and capital as weights.

11. Gross domestic product (GDP) is valued at basic prices. It is calculated as gross output at basic prices

minus intermediate inputs at purchaser prices. Data on gross domestic product (GDP) are available up
to the most current year of the input-output table.

L2, Labour compensation consists of all payrnents in cash or in kind rnade by domestic producers to
workers for services rendered - in other words, total pavroll. It includes the salaries and supplementary

http://t¡¡rws.statcan.g c.ca/cansi nr/a26? ang = s¡g 8'i6= 3830026

L05.O2297.950 100.052 100.31 395.738

106.564100.378 101.895 105. s26

Professional, scientific a nd
technical services [54]

Administrative and
support, waste
management and
remediation services [þ.¡!]

97.649

93.447 92.793 95.49993,688 92.339Arts, entertainment and
recreation [Zl]

97.42592.697 95.158 90,309 92.477Accommodation and food
services [22]

96.69488.669 94.582 92.407 94.932Other private serv¡ces zq

93.38796.573 93^816 93.830Business sector, goods,
special aggregation 2l

95.325

99,362 ro2.44795.091 9/,/05 9/.501Business sector, services,
special aggregation 22
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22812017 CANSIM - 3830026- Multifaclor producti\¡tyand related mrlables ¡n the aggregate bus¡ness sector and major sub-sectors, byNorlhAmer¡can lndustryC

labour income of paid workers, plus an imputed' laboui intome of self-employed workers.
13. Capital cost represents the surplus-profits, depreciation, rent, and net interest-intended as

compensat¡on to the owneYs of capital. It is calculated as nominal gross dorrestic product (GDP) at
basic prices minus labour compensation. Data on capital income are available up to the most current
year of the input-output table.

L4. Contribution of capital intensity to labour productivity growth is calculated as the growth in capital
services per hour Èimes capital's share of nominal gross domestic product (GDP). It reflects the effects

15.
of capital ¡nvestment on labour productivity growth.
Contrlbution of labour composition to labour productivity growth is calculated as the growth rate of
labour composition tirnes labour's share of nominal gross domestic product (GDP). It reflects the effects
on labour productivity growth of skill upgrading as measured by increases in the experience and
education composition of the workforce.
This combines the business establishments of the North American Industry Classification System
(NAICS) code 11.
This combines the business establishments of the North American Industry Classification System
(NAICS) code 21.
This conüines the business establishments of the North American Industry Classification System
(NAICS) codes 311-316, 32L-327, 33t-337, 339.
This contines parts of the North Anerican Industry Classification System (NAICS) codes 52, 53, 55.
This aggregate excludes the imputed rent of ownèr occupied dwellings.
This combines parts of the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) codes 61, 62' 8t'
This cirmbines the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) codes 11, 21,22,23,31-33.
This combines the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) codes 41, 44-45,48-49,5I'
52,53,54,55,56,61,62,7L,72,8I withtheexceptionof owner-occupieddwellingsindustry.

Source: Statistics Canada. Table i83-0026 - Multifactor pioductivity and related variables in the
aggregate business sector and major sub-sectors, by North American Industry Classification System
(NAICS), provinces, annual (index, 2007:100 unless otherw¡se noted), CANSIM (database), (accessed: )
Back to search

Date modif¡ed: 2076'09-L2

16.

t7.

18.

19.

20.
2L.
22.

http://vwv1^6.stalcan.g c.calcansi nla26?l ang = s¡g 6'¡¿= 3830026
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Table 5A

Reconciling LËl and PEG Productivity Results

Average Annual Growth

l-El methodolosv 20141

MFP Output
Ouantltv

As stated (capacity used as capital inptlt)

With comtnon USsample

Add estimated impact f ronr using PEG Form 1 fvlWh data (ro.05%)

With cápacity used as both output and capital input

PEG methodology lnclrrdlng a one'hoss shay (1HS) copltttl quentlty lnd6x

and cspacity as output
With a common sample

With an expanded sample

PEG mEthodology lncludlng a geometrlc decay (cD) capltal quantlty

-1.o7%

-L38/o
-t.33Yo

-ALf/o

-o,ø%
-o.wo
-o,%t%

o.796

-o.32%

-0.66%

o.4t%
o.39Á

lndex
With volunre asouttrut (2m3-2014)

- ¡ -,-t trÃ^. a^a ¡l
vvl(n (äpacr tY a5 ou LPu( [ ¿t r]¿ura,

Wlth a longer tlme perlods and capaclty ô6 output lnd€x

1996-2014

1975-20L4

Wíth ðn exþånded srmple of US lOUs urrtl (¡pdttty d5 output indcx

2003-2014

1996-2014

1975-2014

-L7ú'i
ô 2201

o.47%
1.6%

o.6%
o.29?.4

o.%%

-L.ØTo

oaç.a

O.2T/o

L.496

o.3ú6
o.2ú6

7.41ilo

trendsOPG

Calculatod frotn LEI workPapors
W¡th a one-hoss shay capilal quantily index and capacity as oulput

Wlth capacity as output ârìd a GD capital quentitv ¡ndex

1996-2014trend

1985-2014trend

.o,499{.

.o.24%

o.2ß%

t.ot%
t,24%

-O.B7o/o

o,06%

o.oe/"

o.5r%

o.34%
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Taõ¡e 6A

OPG's Productivity Growth l,lsing Capac'rty as Orfput and a One-Hoss Shay Capital Quantity lndexl

Gene.êt¡on

Capac¡ty

(tvfwl

o&M
Cost

o&M
Pricâ

lnput Quåntities

O&M Cep¡tâl

PFP O&M

lndex Growttr

PFP ceoitd wÊìÊht<

tndex 6ror¡/th O&M Câpitd
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M2-11.1-OPG-2
Attachm6nt B

. The NERA/Utilities method essentially estimates the trend in the totøl number of

employees rather than the trend in distribution O&M employees, which ís what we care

about. The total number of employees includes construction employees, which are

counted implicitly in the capital quantity index.

. The trend in the fotol number of employees does not take account of changes in the

composition of employees over time.

¡ The NERA/Utilities method uses the share of distribution salaries and wages in total

salaries and wages.ls Total salaries and wages includes an allocation to clearing

accounts. ln other words, the denominator includes expenses that have not been

allocated to a utillty functlon (generation, transmission, etc.). The distribution share is

thus understated.

All of these problems can be sidestepped by using the residualapproach set forth in equation

[].1 in ø// years of the sample period, as PEG did in its research for the CCA. I should also note

that in our application of the residual method we regionalize the labor price trend.

Some of the productivity, research methods you propose for X factor calibration seem tailored

to the circumstances of Alberta ut¡lities. Do you often customize your productivity research

methods to be relevant to the utilities to which they apply?

Yes. For example, I tend to consider revenue-weighted output indexes that include

volumes by some means when util¡ties will likely be subject to price caps, and the number of

customers when they are likely to be subject to revenue caps. ln work for utilities in the

northeast United States, I have throughout my career tended to use northeast utility peer

groups.

ls They could instead have used the share of distribution salaries and wages in the sum of all salaries and wages

assigned directly to utility functions.
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j. I have in recent years featured the COS approach to measuring capital cost in my US

2 research and testimony. This reflects the fact that US utilities often propose mdffoeconomic

3 inflation measures such as the GDPPI in the rate (or revenue) cap escalator. This raises the

4 issue of how well these measures track input price trends of utilities. The COS approach to

5 measuring capital cost sheds more light on this issue than the GD or one hoss shay approaches

6 ln this proceeding, I have instead featured the GD approach because a more customized

7 measure is more likely to be used for inflation in next generation PBR, and the GD approach is

8 simpler and easier for other parties to review. ln future proceedings, MFP calculations using

9 GD can be presented on a spreadsheet if parties so desire'16

i.0 Are there other reasons why your methodology may change from time to time?

M2-11,1-OPG-2
Atlachmênt B

Yes. My opinions concerning best practices in X factor calibratíon have naturally

evolved over the years. For example, I now use a custom M&S price index rather than the

GDPPI when calculating the M&S quantity trend. I have greater appreciation for the usefulness

of the GD approach to capital costing in Canadian proceedings.

This Commission ruled in paragraph 337 of Decision 2OL2-237 that "the TFP estimate that

informs the X factor is supposed to reflect industry growth trends, not the trends in Alberta

alone or among a group of companies with similar operations and cost levels to those in

Alberta." Why then have you tried to customize your approach to X factor calibration in this

proceeding?

My reading of this paragraph is that the Commission felt that business conditions that

were different in Alberta but affected the levelof costs rather than their trends were not

grounds for X factor customization, and I generally agree. However, some business conditions

may be unusual in Alberta that affect productivity trends. Or, as in the case of the

16 We did not do this in this proceeding because the COS approach to capital costing is also used and is more

difficult to place on a spreadsheet,
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Estimating Capital lnputs for Productivity Measurement:
An Overview of Concepts and Methods

by MichaelJ. Harper

lntroduction

Productivity measurement involves comparing trends in output with trends in

inputs. The microeconomic theory of the firm uses a "production function" lo
formally describe the relationship between inputs and output' ln its simplest

form', a production function treats inputs as if they are consumed in the
production of outputs. Capital is, of course, one type of input. However,

capital goods do not neatly conform with the simple production model.

Among other things, they are not consumed ín production.' Nonetheless,
capital goods must specifically be deployed in production for a period of time
in order to render services. A measure of capital input which would be
consistent with theory is therefore the quantity of the flow of services
provided by capital goods.

The capital service flow is a rather abstract notion and it is rarely possible to

measure it directly.'lnstead, estimation of the service flow depends on
applying theory to related information which is more readily obtained such as
data on investment, This estimation process depends on a careful analysis of
the relationship between cap¡tal services and the goods which produce them.
The approach used by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) to measure

multifactor productivityolUfe¡ is in close conformance with the literature on

productivity measurement based on the neoclassica/ production model.u

Neoclassicaltheory deals with the difficult problem of how to treat capital
services in a production function. This theory involves a set of assumptions.
First, the quantity of capital services is defined in terms of investment goods.

Second, investors are assumed to have perfect foresight regarding the future
results of their investments, Finally, investment behaviour is assumed to be

One simple production funclion, f, expresses the relalionship as Y = f (x', x', ..., x", t) where Y is th€ quântity of

output, x' ar6 quant¡ties of inputs, and t is a timg index. Productivity grolvlh occurs as f shifts outward over lime.

fhis is a propefy capital shares with laborl

The owner and user of a capilal asset are ofr€n lhe same firm, \^/hen lh¡s is lhe case, we do not observe a

lransaclion for capital services.

This is the approach BLS uses to measure "mull¡factor productivity" (MFP). MFP is often refêred to as "total

factor product¡vity". MFP involves comparlng oulput wilh several inputs rather lhan iust labor Input. For the US

privale nonfarm businegs sector, BLS publishes measures of real fnal output per combined unit of capital and

labor inpút. For mor€ speclfic industries lncluding total manufaclur¡ng, BLS publishês rêal "secloral" output per

combined unit of capital, labor. and purchased intermediate inputs of ênorgy, materials, and services. Tho most

rec€nt ¡oport which summarizes and presents these measures is BLS [1 9961.

ln th¡s paper, wê w¡ll speak of the neoclass¡cal "modal" or "procedures" for measuring capital or productivity. We

will be r€ferlng 1o a somewhet loosely def¡ned scholarly l¡ne, with or¡gins in works by Paul Samuelson [19471 and

Robert Solow r95fl, and culminating in a book by Dale Jorgenson, Frank Gellop and Barbara Fraumeni [19871.

While theie ar€ d¡fierencss between the BLS procedures and lhose of Gellop, Jorgenson, and Fraumêni, many of

lhe most lmportant concepts are similar.
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track of quality change falls on the price deflator.tt Thus, the real investment
stream which enters equation (1) must be adjusted to reflect any quality
improvements as "more investment". Furthermore, the burden Of acCounting
for the deterioration and the services of a good as it ages and of the effects

of obsolescence fall on the age/efficiency funct¡on, sr''.

Calculation of K,,,using equation (1) requires that we maintain a set of vintage

accoLtnts, that is, we must keep track of how much investment occurred in

each past year for each asset type.

A simpler PIM formula which is commonly used is:

K,,, = l, + K,,,..' (1-ô).

Equation (2) is easier to compute than equation (1) because it is recursive.
While the answer depends on historical investments, the formula does not
reference the entire investment stream each year.

The drawback to equation (2) is that i[ itnposes a collstatrt rate of

deterioration on the efficiency function, ¡". s =(1-ô)"'. lt i, not possible to

describe some plausible ageiefficiency profiles in terms of a constant pattern

of deterioration. A good illustrative example is that of a light bulb. lt
deteriorates very little (if any) through most of its lifetime, That is, its services
(eonverting electricity into light) remain nearly constant. Then, one day, it
burns out, after which it has no value whatsoever.

While the light bulb is an extreme example (and often too short-lived to be
considered capital), many assets appear to provide nearly constant service
flows during their initíal years. Automobiles are one example. Even though
automobile resale vaf ues decltne rapidly (depreciate) during the first three
years of their service lives, two and three year old autos are often as nice
looking and reliable as new ones. ln other words, thelr services do not
deteriorate very rapidly. Why, then, do their values depreciate? The
depreciation reflects the buyers expectations of the future services the auto
will provide, Buyers and sellers are evidently quite aware that a three year old
auto will become unreliable much sooner than a new one, even if it is
presently in "good condition".

" Suppose the price ol a new asset in year t is g1 ,00, ând thet a similar asset is improvêd by 5% by yoar t+1, and that

lhe price of the igrproved asset is $1,08. The new esset, like the old, will be welghted with an eff cioncy function of 1-00

lhe year it is cregìed. ln order lo preserve the notion of a quant¡ty ¡ndex, we need to have lho nêw ssset count as 1.05

units of investmént. Since we âre measuring inv€stm€nt by deflât¡ng nominal expenditures, the price index must r¡s€ 3

percent betweên lhe two years ¡n order lo onsure this resul

" Robert Mall [1 9681 discusses lhe theoretical properlies of the aggregate capìtal measure.

'' Thls ls also known as geometric decay, which is the d¡screte counterpart to exponent¡al (Bota) decåy. Harper [1 983]

concludes lhat geom€tric decay is in many cases unrealistic,

(2)
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The distinction between depreciation and deterioration corresponds to the

distinction between the value of a capital good and its service flow' The

fundamental neoclassical assumption, that the value of an asset equals the

discounted value of future Services (rents), addresses precisely this issue, At

BLS, what we have concluded from this is that, for productivity measurement,

we want the specification of s to reflect an asset's efficiency profile and not

its price profile. To emphasize that our measures are constructed with

productivity measurement in mind, we have dubbed them "productive capital

stocks." Vlie sometimes refer to capital stocks constructed from age/price

profiles as "wealth stocks".

When we settled on our procedures in 1983, we decided to use equation (1),

rather than the simpler constant rate of deterioration model, because we felt

the later was unreâlistic for most asset types. The difficulty this left us with is

that the best available datum on aging capitalwas often an estimate of its

rate of depreciation. While we have found data related to services in a few

ca"e"", they are fairly scarce. We have made use of estimates of service

lives made by BEA in most cases. At BLS we use a flexible form" for the

age/efficiency profile, and then use evidence on service lives, and

dãpreciation rates to set the parameters of that form. We have selected

forms which decline gradually early in an asset's life, and then more rapidly

later in its life.

During the past couple of years, BEA has been doing research to change its

servicã life estimates to conform with evidence on rates of economic
depreciation which appear in the literature. While we have not yet received

tnéir final study, our plan is to use this information to adjust our service life
estimates, Neóclassical theory predicts that each age/efficiency profile will

have a specific associated age/price profile which is "dLlal" to it' At BLS, we

hope to use BEA's information to adjust our age/efficiency profiles to ensure

that they predict age/price patterns which are consistent with the new

evidence assembled bY BEA.

While equat¡on (2) affords some flexibility, the assumption that efficiency is a

fixed function of'age is fairly rigid. Unfortu.nately, it is difficult to avoid this

assumption owing to the paucity of data.

' We use a hyperbolic formula for sftìciency, 9.=(L-t)/(L-Bt), \Mere L ¡s lhe service lifE, t ¡s the age of the asset and B

is a parametsr, By varying B, the graph of this funct¡on can take on various shapes. For B=1 we havê "one hose shay"

capiial and for B=0 ws have straight iine deterioral¡on. For o<B<l lhe function is "concave" to the origin and for B<0 lhs

funclion is convgx, similar to the Jhape of a geom€tric dscay curve. BLS assumes B=.5 for equ¡pmênt and B=.75 for

structures. BLS atso assumes that, for each type of asset, servioe lives are normally distributed about a m€an þeoeueô

discards do not occur a fixed numb€r of yeaÍs after inveslment. A more extensive discussion of these subjects can be

found in Append¡x G of BLS( 1 983), ln Harper [1 9831, snd in Powers [1 9891'

" Ball and'Harpor [1990J were abla to relax lhis assumption and others using a database on da¡ry and beef cattle

assembled Oy ttre ú.S. Department of Agriculture. lt is hard to ímagine linding the ríght data to do similar work for

equ¡pmenl or structures.

t We made use of some data on miles driven by commercial trucks by age in BLS [1983] as described on p.44.
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